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Welcome to the Land  
Lost now are the centuries that bore witness to the birth of The Land. Long past are the times 
when the sunlight was bright and the night a place of quiet calm. The Veil closed behind us, and 
now this is our Home. 
 
Once, there was a Kingdom where heroes were real and the Light and the Dark feuded for 
control. It was a place of gold and magic, dragons and bright shields. We remember it as 
Gwynn’leith, little more than a legend now. It was a ripe place, rich and ready for picking.  
There was a war, as there always seems to be.  Little remains from that time, but this was no 
war between peoples or nations, but a war for the very survival of the plane and of all living 
creatures.  
 
Many fought, many fell, but only one fled. 
 
Within Gwynn’leith was a Dukedom, ruled by a Duke whose name has long since faded from 
the Story. Little is known about him before he made the choice that brought us here. All that is 
really known about him starts with his death. 
 
Our Duke fought against the enemies that threatened his Kingdom with a power, passion and 
devotion unseen in other mortals. Forsaking the powers of his heritage, he made a deal. The 
deal was signed in blood with dark and Unnamed powers. His fiefdom, and all who were in it, 
disappeared from that ancient Kingdom, borne away on cold winds. He had saved them all, 
saved his land from the bloodshed that would destroy Gwynn’leith, and all he had given up was 
his life, his soul, and the souls of every living creature that was saved. You know the Duke as 
our revered First Lich.  
 
The First Lich, though, had not ceased to be nor had he ceased fighting for those under his 
care. He drove back the Unnamed as much as his immense but inadequate powers would 
allow. It is believed that to stop the Unnamed of The Land from destroying his people another 
requirement was made of him. The Laws. He laid down the Laws and swore that anyone who 
disobeyed them would lose his protection and be abandoned to the long night. The Laws are 
absolute, and the slightest disobedience calls his attention, or the attention of his Curates. 
 
The First Lich feels the lives and deaths of his People like he feels the blood that once flowed 
through his veins. At each new birth, his shadow attends, whispering in the child's ear a 
Truename, a powerful name that is the key to that babe's soul. The Lich also whispers the spell 
that locks the Truename and makes it so that the newborn one might never lie about her 
Truename, though she may always remain silent. 
 



We have our own strange rules and taboos as well. To speak of the living dead or of the 
business of slaying is a taboo during the hours when the sun shines upon the Land. To speak of 
such things is to offend and shock. It is also a taboo, in most of the villages on the coast, to 
speak of the Veil. The Veil is a dark curtain of night that cuts through the land. The First Lich 
lives beyond that black wall and when he calls for us to send him our elderly, or our spouses or 
children, they pass beyond that dread curtain never to be seen again. To speak of one who has 
been called, or to speak to them as if they were alive are things that none should do. They have 
already gone; their fates are sealed.  
 
So this is the world in which we now live. Over the centuries, we have built our world so that we 
might survive. Our villages, like Dun Raithe or Tair Glain, have been wrapped around in the 
Great Havens of the Warders so that the undead may not enter. From these havens of light and 
community strike the Slayers, warriors dedicated to their single purpose of returning the living 
dead to the Long Sleep. They are an order of warriors dedicated to their purpose. The 
Necromancers, those who "speak with the dead", also make the choice between the cruel but 
protective powers of the First Lich or the evil, seductive ways of the Unnamed. Those who side 
with the First Lich, called "white" necromancers, use their powers to fend off the undead and aid 
the Slayers and the villages of the People. Those who side with Death and her Unnamed are 
the "black" Necromancers; they may cast the Breaking and live outside the Laws. These 
Necromancers desire the power, the control and the magic that comes from controlling the 
undead legions. Lastly, there are those of us who keep The Story. We are passed the 
knowledge of our mothers and our mothers before them. In other places we have been called 
Wisewomen or Wisemen and we predicted the weather and helped the crops. We are 
Lorekeepers and explorers, craftsmen and inventors, and we collect the knowledge and keep 
the Stories of our villages and our People to pass down through the centuries to come. We are 
the Wisen.  
 
This is the town of Tair Mar, the welcoming place, one of a series of towns dedicated to 
collecting the bounty of the otherworlds. A century ago, the People had begun fighting amongst 
each other, making the jobs of Weren and living dead that much easier. They fought over the 
normal things: wealth, land, power. It got so bad that the First Lich himself ended the violence, 
granting certain lands and certain responsibilities to each of the great Lineages that threatened 
his People. Now each must contribute to the common good or be destroyed. There are five 
great bloodlines, now called Houses to encompass all the allies, adopted Havens, and other 
people who work for and with the pureblooded members of each lineage. Straavin, masters of 
civility and studied politicians, who often take the job of keeping the peace, and the wealth. 
Bathor, known for being willing to perform any deed, make any sacrifice no matter how dark, for 
the greater good. Borgias, alchemists and poisoners, who trade in the secret information 
between the towns. Lectr, who harness the mad powers of science and lightning, pushing 
always forward into the unknown future. Alucard, the warriors, who believe in straightforward 
war against the monsters of the dark, and who fill the ranks of the Slayers and white 
Necromancers. There are also lesser Houses who seek to aid where they can, but always hope 
to find that one score, that one move that will get them the eye of the First Lich and grant them 



their place at the table among the great bloodlines. The will of the Houses and their great lords 
are not the only powers, though. Although none would likely admit it, many have found the need 
to seek power and safety from… more discreet sources.  
 
There is likely no truth to the rumors of vast Cults connected to the dark fae, or beholden to the 
great blooddrinkers, or even the Dark Powers themselves. Some have said that they have 
secret signs and words to identify each other, and that they perform special rituals in the private 
places of the Land. Only fools and simpletons believe these things: that there are secret 
societies dedicated to turning pleasure into power, or who act as secret police for the First Lich. 
It is fantastical to even entertain the idea that the Duchess walks the Land, granting strength to 
those who feed her. It has been lain upon us in the border towns by the First Lich to accept 
those who come from other worlds, to teach them and help them survive under his rule, to 
accept the Laws, and help fight back the dark. The Houses have been given shared 
responsibility for both welcoming and utilising these newcomers and their wealth. They work 
together to keep back the night, all while they compete to explore and reclaim the lands beyond 
the Veil (pushing back the Veil when they can) and snatch up the visitors. 
 
We are strong for a town with no Great Haven, for we are a good people. We have the Bone 
Doors, that lead to many places in The Land, at only the cost of a few drops of blood. Tair Mar 
is home to many long-lived Eldani, beautiful and graceful, but also the Cambion, half-demons 
born from those corrupted by the powers of the Underworld. There are the Feral, animal hybrids 
that are feared and mistrusted because of their similarity to the predatory Weren. Taltoi, the 
drinkers of blood and milk, who wield the darker powers of the fae, mix freely with the Morrigan, 
the warlike wild-people of the plains. You are welcome here, too.  
 
There are ways to leave the Land and some have done so. But to return to the places we came 
from is to tempt the fates. We do not know if the bloody gods of the other place have gone or 
whether returning to that place is to return to hell. No, it is a far better life we have here. 
Welcome to the Land, you are People now. 
 
Government and Law 
Within the Land, the First Lich is supreme. Beneath him, he has granted several lineages, or 
families, special rights and powers in exchange for performing certain tasks. There are five 
Great Houses, and many minor lineages within the land.  You can learn more about them in the 
chapter “Lineages of the Land”.  

His Curates are the special police, charged with enforcing his will, communicating his 
wishes, and organizing the People for the defense of the Land.  Subordinate to the Curates are 
Magistrates, special deputies and judges who, while not responsible for the physical 
enforcement of law, act as judges and sometimes investigators.  A potential Magistrate can be 
nominated by any noble and approved by the Curates.  They will also occasionally make a 
Magistrate from amongst the non-House People based on exceptional rationality, reasoning, 
and judgment.  



 Any Lord (or higher) is empowered to act as a Magistrate for any infractions that occur 
entirely within their own House.  No Magistrate can ever deliberate over their own accusation 
and are encouraged to step away if they have personal stake in the outcome.  Other than the 
Paladin of Innocence in the House of Alucard, House nobles may not act as Magistrates for 
accusations that involve multiple Houses or People who are not members of a House. 

The cities each have their own structure of government, most ruled by a Master or the 
Lord of a Great House and whatever hierarchy they feel is necessary.  The final say on matters 
of law, however, are still handled by the Curates (the First Lich’s Laws) and Magistrates (civil 
law). 
 
Titles within the Land 
Within the land, titles are rare and for the most part, given to only those that have earned them, 
either in deed or service to one of the lineages.  For those given authority and lands to protect, 
the most common title is Lord/Lady/Liege.  Each individual may choose their style when granted 
the title, regardless of gender.  Thus a female given the title could choose to go by Lord, Lady, 
or Liege.  For service to the Land or the First Lich, some Houses give out the title of knight. 
This is Sir/Dame/Soren and again, the style is not gender-locked.  There are a few members of 
other noble rank (Barons, Counts, etc.) and these are titles that are left over from the old world 
and allowed to continue by the First Lich.  The First Lich himself is referred to as “First Lich” or 
“Your Grace” as he is, technically, a Duke. 

An important and non-noble title is Curate.  The Curates of the First Lich are expected to 
be called “Curate” and nothing else.  There are a few other non-noble titles.  Master (the ruling 
land-owner), Mayor (in charge of a town), and Magistrate (a kind of judge) are a few of these. 
 
The Laws of the Land 
When the second pact was made and the veil was erected, the First Lich established six and 
one laws that people must obey. His curates have been tasked to make sure that the people of 
the land follow these laws, else the people will bring apart the lands destruction from outside 
forces. 
 

● The Gift Of Life Must Be Paid For In Blood 
● No Animal Will Be Made To Walk As The Living Dead 
● The Number Of Six-and-One And Its Grouping Must Be Avoided 
● The True Name Will Be Cherished And Kept 
● No Life Will Ever Be Wagered On A Game of Chance 
● A Line Of White Sand Will Not Be Crossed 
● 6-and-1. None Shall Leave The Land 

 
These Laws are My Laws, and they will not be broken or defiled. 

 
These Laws will not be avoided, and even the most skilled at trickery will find no haven in their 

wording. 
 



These Laws will be enforced by the Arbiter Curates as an extension of my hands, the sentence 
given by Curates is the sentence passed by Me. 

 
 
Punishments 
The Three Atonements 
These are minor punishments that are typically used for more minor Laws. Saying the number 
that shall not be spoken, or wagering life on a game of chance will typically result in these.  
 
Atonement of Blood - The Atonement of Blood is an instant ritual cast by Curates that reduces 
the health of the target until a Long Rest. If the target’s health is reduced below 0, they die. 

 
Atonement of Coin - The Atonement of Coin is a typical punishment for early/minor offenses. 
The Curate will demand an amount of coin as punishment for their transgressions. The coin is 
typically used to right the wrong, but it can also be destroyed.  Death is considered one of the 
Atonements of Blood. 
 
Atonement of Service - Curates, while incredibly powerful, lack the ability to blend in easily with 
populations. They are often shunned by cults, and even Houses can be resistant to allow them 
to meddle. The Atonement of Service allows the Curate to press the target into their service - 
typically in an attempt to find harder to obtain information.  Servitor Curate is a form of the 
Atonement of Service, while Legion Curate is considered the most extreme of the Service 
Atonements. 
 
Death 
Execution is rarely given as a punishment.  It is both temporary and weakens the People, rarely 
teaching good lessons in the process.  It is most often used on those who are considered to 
have made mistakes of a serious nature, but who are considered both good People and 
correctable.   The revealing of one’s True Name to an enemy of the First Lich will result in death 
before it can be used to oppose Him. Willingly crossing a line of white sand to harm others, 
raising an animal from the dead to harm others will often be given death if the accused is 
considered a person of normally good character or standing. 
 
Servitor Curate 
For major crimes committed by those who may be dissuaded from additional infractions by 
punishment, the sentence of Servitor Curate is used.  The character is taken by the Curates and 
transformed, becoming a special, lowly form of Curate.  They have some minor Curate powers 
but very little will, initiative, or wit.  They are used for the riskiest jobs and their sentence, 
anywhere from a few hours to years, can be unpleasant.  When the transformation is reversed 
at the end of the sentence, the criminal's memory is edited, leaving them with memories of the 
experience, but with occasional holes in their experience. 
 
 



Legion Curate 
Being pressed into becoming a Curate can be considered a great gift to those who serve the 
First Lich with their mortality. However, those who are extravagant offenders and pose the risk 
of threatening the Land even in their death can be forced into the Legion Curate: The eternal 
army of the First Lich, cursed to stand in wait until He beckons you forth from the Veil to serve 
him.  The sentence of Legion Curate is forever. 
 
Confessions 
Confessing your law-breaking, no matter how minor, to a Curate or a Confessor Warder, can 
result in a more minor sentence. While things like leaving the Land and True Name telling have 
dire consequences to the Land itself and are punished brutally, smaller infractions like speaking 
the number of six-and-one can be forgiven by even Eyes of the First Lich. These Curates may 
ask something of you in exchange, or have their palms preemptively greased by a mortal 
enjoyment they miss. 
 
The Offenses 
When the old laws and their records were left behind in a different world, the First Lich seemed 
to have little patience for the creation of codes of law, regulations, and prescriptions.  Finally, at 
the request of the Great Houses, the Curates released The Offenses, broad-strokes 
expectations, leaving the creation of more specific rules and laws up to the Great Houses and to 
the cities themselves.   This is the information passed on by the Curates: 
 
The Magistrates shall be those deputized by the First Lich to ensure avoidance of these 
Offenses and entrusted with making judgments that are required. Individuals for the office shall 
be volunteered by the Great Houses, on a strict rotation, and shall be vetted, accepted, and 
trained by the Curates. The Alucard Paladin of Innocence shall also be vested with the powers 
of the Magistrate, and all Paladins of the House shall be considered deputized when 
investigating potential Offenses. 

 
Disobedience - It shall be unlawful to act against, or out of accordance with, the direct dictates 
of the First Lich or his Curates. It shall be unlawful to knowingly mistransmit the desires of such 
entities to others.  
 
Disloyalty - It shall be unlawful and thus punishable, to act against the good of the People; that 
is, to sow chaos or to prevent the working, feeding, and sheltering of the People.  Similarly, it 
shall be unlawful to commit the sins of disrespect or rebelliousness against the First Lich or his 
Curates.  This shall be excused when it is required to avoid the Offense of Disobedience. 
 
Doom - It shall be unlawful to cause the death of another without their consent. The acceptance 
of a mortal competition is considered sufficient consent. The final death of another for the 
reasons of veniality, avarice, or emotion shall likewise be unlawful. These shall be excused 
when it is required to avoid the Offenses of Disobedience or Disloyalty.  
 



Disorder - It shall be unlawful to fail in the execution of proper contracts or agreements as this 
makes the agreement and cooperation of the People impossible and unreliable. Similarly, the 
taking of goods, coin, or service under false pretenses, or for no consensual or mutual 
exchange shall be unlawful. These shall be excused when it is required to avoid the Offenses of 
Disobedience or Disloyalty.  
 
Dishonesty - It shall be unlawful to knowingly communicate false information to the First Lich, 
the Curates, or their appointed governors and deputies. It shall likewise be unlawful to withhold 
or omit information concerning these Offenses from the First Lich, the Curates, or their 
appointed governors and deputies. This shall be excused when it is required to avoid the 
Offenses of Disobedience or Disloyalty.  
 
Destruction - It shall be unlawful to harm, ruin, destroy, or use the property and lawfully owned 
items, land, or creatures of another against their wishes. Likewise those buildings and items 
belonging to the First Lich, which shall be understood to include his Curates, shall be left 
unmolested and unharmed against the wishes of the First Lich. These shall be excused when it 
is required to avoid the Offenses of Disobedience or Disloyalty.  


